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TEM INVESTIGATION 
OF ORTHORHOMBIC· TYPE PHASES 

IN STABILIZED ZIRCONIAS 

T. A. Bielicki, U. Dahmen"', G. Thomas'" and 
K. H. Westmacott"'. 

Department of Materials Science and Mineral Engineering, 
University of California, and 

"'National Center for Electron Microscopy, 
Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, 

Berkeley, California 94720. 

The crystal strudures of the thin-foil orthorhombic phases of zirconia have been 
investigated by microdiffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy 
in MgO-PSZ and Y 203-TZP. In the latter material, a slight distortion from orthorhombic 
symmetry was apparent. The strudure there is believed to be rhombohedral but with 
the same layered and shear-faulted chqrader as in MgO-PSZ. Image simulation of the 
orthorhombic phase with the -(5x5x5)A unit cell was performed, based on a domain 
strudure in which 0, atoms can occupy either obverse or reverse positions, as 
suggested in a previous X-ray structure refinement. Simulated and experimental 
images were in good agreement. A structure is proposed for the orthorhombic phase 
with the -(10x5x5)A unit cell, consisting of a planar arrangement of obverse and 
reverse domains in alternation. 



I ntrod ucti 0 n 

Recent research has revealed the existence of several orthorhombic phases which occur in 

stabilised zirconias at high pressures (=40 kbar) 1.2 .and which do not have the previously-reported 

cotunnite structure 3. It has also been reported that the same orthorhombic phases can occur at 

ambient temperatures, although these observations have been made during Transmission Electron 

Microscopy (TEM), where samples are necessarily in the form of very thin foils 4,5. 

It is now known that virtually all of the technologically important zirconia ceramics can 

display a high-pressure orthorhombic phase in thin foils; although a high-pressure phase relative to 

the monoclinic, the structure can be regarded as a low-pressure phase relative to the tetragonal 6. 

This report provides a fuller elucidation of the orthorhombic phase in thin foils of MgO-PSZ and its 

structural relationship to the monoclinic phase. In addition, the same effect is reported in 

y 203-TZP in conjunction with a slight distortion from the orthorhombic crystal structure to one 

which is believed to be rhombohedral. 

Experimental procedure 
MgO-PSZ (4 mol% MgO) and Y203-TZP (2.3 mol% Y20 3) were prepared for TEM by the 

usual procedure, consisting of sawing, polishing, ion milling and carbon coating. The 

microdiffraction experiments were performed on a Philips EM400, using a very small condenser 

aperture to produce the point-like diffraction maxima, and the high resolution images were obtained 

on the lEOL-lOoo ARM at the NCEM. 

Results from- MgO-PSZ 
Diffraction patterns were obtained from one of the lenticular (and nominally tetragonal) 

precipitates which dominate the microstructure in this material 7. These patterns could be indexed 

consistently in terms of the two orthorhombic phases found previously in Mg-PSZ, which were 

assigned the space groups Pbcm and pbca, with unit cells of roughly 5x5x5 and 10x5x5 

Angstroms, respectively 4. Selected area diffraction patterns from <210> zone axes (indexed with 

reference to the original cubic structure) allowed further conclusions to be drawn. The [201] and 

[02 I] patterns (figure 1, left and center) showed distinct sets of reflections which were consistent 

with those predicted for the space group Pbca (as were patterns obtained from the [010] axis), but 

of particular interest are the streaked reflections visible at (n/2 1 2) positions in the [02T] pattern. 

The spots in the row intersecting the origin are weaker than those in the row intersecting the 012 

reciprocal lattice point. and indeed can be shown to arise by double diffraction from the outer row 

by the bright-field / dark-field image pair of figure 2, taken with the objective aperture centered fIrst 

over the origin and then at the 012 reflection, as illustrated in the right part of figure 1. In bright 
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field only fringes of =5A periodicity are visible, corresponding to the 100 reflection, while the dark 

field image shows both a =5A and a = lOA periodicity, with considerable faulting in the region with 

fringes corresponding to a = lOA superlattice. The observed contrast is typical for an invariant 

plane strain transformation, involving a periodic (and occasionally aperiodic) arrangement of planes 

containing shear or twinning faults, which in this case must occur on (100) planes in <001> 

direction 8. In fact, upon close inspection the streaks corresponding to the random faulting reveal 

several distinct maxima (as is most apparent in figure 3b), suggesting that by means of these faults 

the structure is tending to become polytypic or a polytypoid. This structure has similarities to one 

found in Zr02-ZrN 9. However, the subsidiary maxima are insufficiently clear to allow the 

polytipic repeat distance to be determined. 

The morphological relationship between the commonly-observed tetragonal lenses (whose 

shortest axis always lies along the tetragonal c-axis) and the observed occurrence of the superlattice 

with = lOA spacing allows the correspondence between the tetragonal monoclinic and orthorhombic 

structures to be deduced, as shown in figure 2c. 

Atomic resolution microscopy was performed in conjunction with image simulations using a 

model based on the results of a recent structure refinement of the high-pressure 0 phase 10. The 

discussion describes a proposed modification of this structure which takes into account the 

observed superlattice structure and faulting, and thus provides a simple connection between the two 

orthorhombic structures with Pbcm and Pbca space group symmetries. 

Results from Y 203-TZP 
The phenomena associated with the orthorhombic phase as described above were also 

observed in Y 20r TZP, but with the essential difference that the orthogonality of the unit cell 

(evidenced by figure 1) was now distorted by a small amount. Figure 3 shows <ool>-type 

diffraction patterns taken at the same orientation from different parts of a grain which contained 

regions of the superlattice structure. Except for the slight deviation from 90 degrees, figure 3a, 

from outside the superlattice region, is consistent with the tetragonal structure, and figure 3b, from 

a superlattice region, is identical to patterns obtained from the true orthorhombic phase in 

MgO-PSZ. Figure 3c shows overlapping patterns from two adjacent domains containing (pseudo-) 

orthogonal superlattices. The overlap of spots due to the two patterns is exact, showing that the 

direction of the skewness away from 90 degrees is the same in the two adjacent domains. These 

structures could thus be two variants of a structure initially having a 3-fold axis along a <111> 

direction, and could be related by this symmetry operator 11. Such a possibility is consistent with 

reports of a rhombohedral phase in stabilised zirconia 12. This rhombohedral phase is believed 13 

to be distinct from the better-known rhombohedral defect-structure occurring in intermediate 
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compounds of zirconia containing appreciably higher levels of aliovalent dopants 14,15 or anions 9. 

Compositional analysis in the microscope by EDXS ruled out this latter possibility by showing that 

the superlattice regions contained virtually the same yttria content as the remainder of the sample 

(2.3 mol%). 

Since the density of faults was large, it was not possible to utilize convergent beam 

diffraction analysis to establish the point symmetry group of this new structure. Furthermore this A 

effect is observed only in a small minority (perhaps 5 or 10%) of grains in Y 203-TZP thin foils, as 

opposed to virtually everywhere in MgO-PSZ thin foils. J 
This rhombohedral phase easily transforms to monoclinic (as does the true orthorhombic 

phase 16) under electron beam heating. Figure 4 shows an area in which both phases coexist 

stably. Notice that the (100) twin plane between the two monoclinic plates (arrowed) becomes a 

"mirror" plane in the pseudo-onhorhombic phase. The interface between the two phases is found 

to lie at 14° away from the pseudo-onhorhombic (100) planes. This is consistent with the 16° 

predicted by an invariant line interface calculation based on previously reponed lattice parameters 

for the; monoclinic and onhorhombic phases (the angular distortion is negligible here), and agrees 

with previously observed and calculated interfaces in the MgO-PSZ system 17. The transformation 

matrix from orthorhombic to monoclinic, referred to the orthorhombic axes, is of the type 

a s 
b 

c 

where a and b are approximately equal to unity, c=1.05 and s=O.16. An invariant plane is thus 

found at an angle 0 from the (100) plane, where tan0 = (c-l)/s , i.e. at 0 := 16°, in reasonable 

agreement with the observed angle of 14°. 

Discussion 
A recent structure refmement for the high-pressure onhorhombic phase, yielding the space 

group Pbcm 10, was used here as the basis of an atomic resolution image simulation. In the 

refmement it was postulated that the mirror symmetry on the c-plane arose from division of the 

crystal into equal volumes of two types, randomly distributed in microdomains, in which one set of 

oxygen atoms (conventionally the 01 18) occupies either an obverse or a reverse set of positions, 

both very similar to their positions in the monoclinic phase. In fact the 0 structure can be 

visualised as a random mixture of two (100)-twin related domains of m phase which is distoned to 

an onhogonal unit cell. 
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The high resolution image in figure 5a shows a single domain of this structure with an inset 

simulated image made using a multislice calculation based on the structure containing 01 atoms in 

obverse positions (figure 5b). The very good match between the experimental and the simulated 

image confirms that this is a single domain of the obverse structure. The slight skewness of the 

white-dot squares in the images is due to the obverse positions of the 0 1 atoms in this structure, 

whose true symmetry is monoclinic (P21/c) even though the vertical stacking of the squares 

maintains the orthogonality of the unit cell. However, most regions of the 0 structure show the 

lOA repeat typical for this phase. It is proposed that this (IOx5x5) structure is simply an ordered 

planar arrangement of obverse and reverse domains in alternation. This will give rise to a lOA 

repeat distance in the a-direction and the Pbca space group determined previously. An [010] 

projected potential of this structure is shown in figure 5c, in which it can be seen that in the 01 

atoms in alternating (100) layers (obverse and reverse positions respectively) are approximately 

related by a 1/4 [001] shift on (100) planes. This is in close agreement with the above shear 

faulting analysis, where the shear is restricted to the planes of Or atoms. 

The orthorhombic structure may thus be thought of as an intermediate one between the 

tetragonal and the monoclinic in that the Zr atoms are still near their positions in the t lattice while 

the ° atoms are now close to their arrangement in the m lattice. The same effect also seems to 

occur when the parent phase has a slight rhombohedral distortion, which is preserved in the 

pseudo-orthorhombic product. 

Further high-resolution microscopy to test the proposed model is in progress. 
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Figure Captions 

Fig. 1. Microdiffraction patterns from 0 phase at [201] zone axis (left), and [Oil] zone axis 

(center), with corresponding scheme (right) showing positions of obective aperture in 

figures 2a (a), and 2b (b). 

Fig. 2. 0 phase: a) bright-field image; b) dark-field image centered on 012 reflection; 

c) observed relation between tetragonal lens morphology and lOA lattice spacing. 

Fig. 3. <001> microdiffraction patterns from one grain in Y 203-TZP: a) outside superlattice 

region; b) from one superlattice domain; c) from two adjacent superlattice domains. 

Fig. 4. Monoclinic plates inside pseudo-orthorhombic Y 203-TZP grain. 

Fig. S. a) High-resolution micrograph in [010] zone axis of single domain of the (SxSxS) 

orthorhombic structure. This shows a good match with b) inset multislice image 

computation (1000 kV, 314A foil thickness, 2S0A defocus) based on c) structure where 01 

atoms (arrowed rows) occupy obverse positions. (Zr atoms dark). d) the proposed 

(lOxSxS) structure with space group Pbca is shown for comparison. Note alternation of 01 

atoms between obverse and reverse positions. 
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